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Abstract
To identify the best suitable resource for a given task in a grid system,
under constraints of limited available information, requires an elaborate strategy. The task gets even more complicated if the environment
is heterogeneous and the availability of the resources or its information is not guaranteed for all the time. Efficient and reliable brokering
in grid systems has been discussed extensively, and different strategies
and models have been presented. However, this issue still needs more
attention. In this paper we first review different brokering models,
compare them and discuss the issues related to them. We have identify
two key areas for improving the resource allocation: The Information
Flow in the system and the Data Awareness of the resource selection. Our results show that the better management information flow
between different components in the grid system significantly improves
the efficiency of the resource allocation process.

1

Introduction

Grid systems have emerged as a useful environment to address requirements
of large scale computing. The idea of utilizing geographically distributed resources is itself very interesting and contains many challenges which have been
addressed over the last couple of years. A study of grid systems bring up a number of challenges, for example providing system information and monitoring,
managing local sites running under different policies, providing system security
and simple and easy-to-use clients, fault tolerance and efficient and reliable resource allocation according to the job requirements. In a grid system, the computational resources can be anything ranging from single computer to a very
high-end cluster and storage resources can consist of a single disk or a complex
RAID storage. There are number of production grids available which allows a
seamless view over distributed resources and handles very large amount of jobs
from different scientific real and virtual experiments in e.g. particle physics,
quantum chemistry, bioinformatics etc.

One of the important areas in computational grids is resource allocation, and
it is widely accepted that efficient and reliable resource allocation is necessary
for the success of any grid middlewares. A number of brokering models has been
studied and implemented in different grid system.
The task for resources brokering is to hide the complexity of the underling
system and select the best possible resource from the available pool. This require
lots of input and output from the other components in the grid system, such as
the information and cataloging components, and sometimes also directly from
the resources (depends on the architecture of the system). In many cases it
has been observed that the brokering component is a scalability bottleneck or
single point of failure in the whole grid system. A very tight connection between
different components in the grid system results in that the overall performance
is affected, while a too loosely coupled approach instead can have an effect on
the reliability of the system.
A study of the brokering models in different systems like gLite, Condor-G,
ARC and Nimrod/G reveals that it is not the information-providing component
itself, but the actual information flow within the system which has an effect on
the overall performance. There is always a trade-off between maintaining more
up-to-date information about the resources and the amount of communication
overhead between the information system and individual resource. For this purpose different schemes for information and monitoring has been developed and
are in used by different middlewares. One of the conventional approaches is to
build a hierarchical information system in which different resources are registered with multiple information systems and then those information systems are
further registered with higher level of information systems. This hierarchical
approach allows information to be fetched at different levels.
In this case study our aim is to analyze the differences between brokering
models used within different middlewares. This will highlight the strengths
and weaknesses of the models. We also propose some key modifications in the
brokering component of the ARC middleware, and our results show that these
modifications improve the efficiency the brokering component which in turn directly has an impact on the overall user response time. In the rest of the article,
first we give an overview of popular brokering models, and then we cover the
issues related with these models. Then we briefly explain the architecture of the
ARC middleware, its components connected with the resource brokering and
the proposed modifications. Section 6 covers results and discussion and section
7 describes our future direction of work.

2

Different Brokering Models

The question of selecting the best resource for a given set of tasks has been addressed using many different approaches even before the term computational/storage grids was invented. The process has been studied in various distributed
systems at different levels [7, 12, 25]. In [22], each component of the grid
system is characterized on the basis of its role and attributes. For example, the

resource discovery can be characterized as an agent-based systems or a querybased systems, and a further classification into centralized and distributed querying systems is made. The resource scheduling taxonomy contains four categories
(Scheduler Organization, State Estimation, Rescheduling, Scheduling Polices)
which are further subdivided according to their roles and attributes. Scheduler
Organization can be Centralized, Hierarchical and Decentralized; State Estimation can be Predictive or Non-predictive, which can further be classified into
Heuristics, Price Model, Machine Learning etc.
Apart from the abstraction resulting from defining theoretical taxonomies, a
number of grid middlewares are currently using different models for resource allocation [8] in production environments. It is important to note that the resource
allocation and the actual task submitted to selected resource are two separate
processes. The grid resource broker selects a resource on the basis of the available information and is also known as the high-level or meta-schedule, whereas
the Local Resource Management System (LRMS), or the low-level scheduler,
is responsible for submitting jobs to the underlying cluster. For the mete-level
scheduler, centralized or distributed brokering can be used. On top of these
models, several more elaborate schemes and hierarchical models have been developed. The hierarchical approach is a combination of the centralized and
distributed model. Here, the responsibilities are distributed across a hierarchy
of schedulers. Schedulers belonging to the higher levels of the hierarchy make
scheduling decisions concerning larger sets of resources (e.g., the resources in a
given continent), while lower-level schedulers are responsible for a smaller set.
Finally, at the bottom level of the hierarchy are the schedulers that schedule
individual resources.
Over the time middlewares have become more and more stable and a large
number of projects have ported their application to grids. These applications
have different requirements. For example, a mission critical application requires
the results in certain time frame and the workflows of complex application uses
workflow models which also require scheduling on the application level. Such
requirements add another level of complexity, and as one means to handle such
situations the concept of advanced reservations [14] has emerged.
Using an economy driven approach adds another possibility of scheduling
computational resources. The implementation of this model can be done by
approaches mentioned above. The concept is to create a virtual market in which
time for utilizing resources can be purchased from the resource providers, where
the prices varies according to the resource demand, as it happens in the real
market. A number of different projects have been initiated to study the different
aspects of the computational economy [6, 23, 20]. In [6] Nimrod/G’s resource
broker is described. This has a hierarchical model with market based strategy,
while as Tycoon [23] exploits the same idea with an agent based model.
In the following sections the discussion will be focused on the technical implementation of the resource broker modules together with the role of the components required to find the potential resource within different production level
and research based grid systems.

2.1

Centralized Brokering

In the centralized brokering model, one entity is solely responsible for allocation
of all the available resources. The generic architecture of the central resource
broker is presented in figure 1. The components of the broker varies depending
on the features provided by the system. The following example will show the
strength of this approach:
glite [1] is the production level middleware developed by the EGEE projects
and used by the European Organization of Nuclear Research (CERN) and their
collaborative partners. gLite consists of a set of different components based on
a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that all together provides the functionality [26]. The Workload Management System (WMS) [29] in gLite is responsible
for distribution and management of the tasks across available resources. The
features provided by the WMS requires some more components which are not
covered in generalized model shown in the figure 1. For the details please refer
to figure-1 in [29].

Fig. 1: Centralized Brokering Model

When a client submits a job in gLite it basically passes the submission responsibility to the WMS. WMS then selects an appropriate resource and send
the jobs to that resource. WMS also keeps a persistent view of all the jobs submitted to it and take decisions if an unexpected situation occur during the job
runtime. In the case when the matchmaking component cannot find a suitable
resource the job is kept in the queue and submission is retried later. If the job
fails, a resubmission process is automatically started by the WMS. Apart from

reliable job submission, WMS also allows user requests such as job cancelation
and retrieving job output. The WMS is tightly connected with the Logging and
Book Keeping service [15]. To compensate for the delays in the information system and not to overload the computing resources, the matchmaking component
uses a ”fuzzy rank” stochastic algorithm to perform a kindo fo random resource
selection from the available candidate resource list. Using a ”gang-match” function the matchmaking component also allows other characteristics, for example
location of the input data, to be consider while selecting the resources. The
centralized control of the WMS allows for both a pull and push mode for job
submission. The Information Supermarket (ISM) component in WMS gives the
freedom to implement different polices on resources. This component maintains
a pool of available resources with some set of policies. In WMS, first both jobs
and resources are structured in the queue and then with the help of lazy scheduling the jobs are assigned to the resources. This approach allows reliable handling
of single and bulk jobs as well as complex workflows. Another middleware that
uses a centralized brokering model is Condor [27].

2.2

Distributed Brokering

The distributed brokering model is also sometimes referred to as user-centric
brokering. In this approach each user uses its own broker for finding the best
candidate for the jobs. A broker is the a stateless, portable entity tightly connected with the client, and this shift the resource brokering functionality towards
the client side rather than to server side. Figure 2 shows a generalized model
of a distributed resource broker.
The Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) [13] is a project initiated within
the NorduGrid collaboration for fulfilling the needs of large scale computing by
connecting the geographically distributed resources and build a computational
grid. The whole middleware consist of three main components: The Grid Manager works at the computing resource side, receive jobs and dispatch them to
the Local Resource Management System (LRMS). The Information System is a
hierarchical information store which is used to store the URLs of the available
resources (for computing and storage), and the Client Side Brokering component
finds the best candidate resource from the available resource list.
When a client requests to submit the job in ARC it first contacts the information service to get a list of the available resources. This list contains the
URL(s) of the available resources. Once the client gets the list it contacts each
individual resource and get the all the information related to the resource from
the Local Information Service (LIS). This information is then passed to the Broker components at the client side. On the basis of the retrieved information the
broker rank the resources and then tries to submit the jobs to the highest ranked
resource. If the jobs cannot be submitted to this candidate resource, then the
next possible resource will be tried until the job gets submitted.
The ARC example explains how the true distributed resource brokering
model works. This approach give enables the use of a very thin and portable
brokering component. The model also has the potential of scaling well since

Fig. 2: Distributed Brokering Model

it divides the communication overhead over the clients which are distributed.
Since in this model each broker is responsible for one or a set of jobs from an
individual user there is no need to have a queuing system for the jobs.

2.3

Hierarchical Brokering

The hierarchical broker model combines the centralized and distributed approaches. The idea of a hierarchical model is not to have one big single resource
broker, providing lots of functionality, and neither a very lightweight component
with minimal functionality. Instead, the idea is to have multiple instances of a
broker component distributed on the basis of some set of rules. Figure 3 depicts
the generalized structure of the hierarchical model.
There are number of projects in which this approach has been used for resource allocation. Several different approaches are adopted for creating these
hierarchical structure. For example, a virtual organization- based [16] hierarchical structure is presented in [21] and a different middleware-based hierarchical
structure in [19].
The concept presented in [21] exploits a VO hierarchy in which VO(s) are
composed of sub-VO(s) etc, and at the leaf-level in this hierarchy, groups of
resources which are considered as a uniform system are placed. This hierarchical structure defines the hierarchy for the resource brokers. When the request
comes to a high-level broker corresponding to a high-level VO in the tree, it will
be passed further down to the broker connected with the right sub-VO in the
hierarchy.

Fig. 3: Hierarchical Brokering Model

In [19] another hierarchical structure is presented for the use of different
middlewares by the same set of client interfaces. The project based on the tools
provided by the Globus Tookit. The GridWay [2] meta-scheduler is used for the
resource brokering. GridWay enables submission of jobs to different LRMS as
well as middlewares such as AstorGrid and gLite. In [19] a new scheduler-adaptor
has been developed which allows Globus GRAM (Grid Resource Management
service which is the core pillar of the Globus Toolkit ) to send jobs to GridWay
which then uses its brokering algorithm to submit jobs to LRMS or on different
middlewares.
Using a hierarchical approach the congestion resulting from the handling of
all requests at the same level (the approach followed in the centralized model) will
be avoided and at the same time the control available at each hierarchical level
makes it possible to provide some features that are available in the centralized
approach.

2.4

Agent Based Brokering

The agent based resource brokering model has been examined a number of times
in the Grid world [10, 11, 17, 33, 32]. Agents are software components considered to have intelligence, autonomous in nature, capability of self-healing and
taking decisions. The illustration in Figure 4 describes a generic architecture
for agent-based models in grid systems. The dynamic nature of agents makes
this approach different from the conventional distributed and hierarchical model
discussed above. The interaction between the agents within the system can be

of peer-to-peer, hierarchical or master-slave based.

Fig. 4: Agent-based Resource Brokering Model
The approach presented in [10] uses a hierarchical structure of agents that
together provides efficient resource management in the system. In the Agent
Resource Management System (ARMS) each agent is responsible for a single or
a set of resources, which means that the agents are basically service providers.
Information about resources are exposed by the agents and the communication
between them provides a mechanism for resource discovery. According to the
model described in [10], each agent maintains an Agent Capability Table (ACT)
for the resources connected to it as well as the other registered agents. The
communication amongst the agents can be push- or pull-based. When a request
comes to an agent it uses a matchmaking algorithm to select the best resource
connected with the agent. If an agent cannot find a suitable resource, the request
will be passed on to the agent higher in the hierarchy. The load on the agents
is monitored by an option agent called Performance Monitoring Agent (PMA).
This special agent analyzes the load using a built-in modeling and simulation
mechanism and adoptively selects new policies for better load balancing.
Another agent-based approach for efficient resource brokering is discussed in
[33, 32]. Here, a master-slave model is used to create teams which offers same
type of services. The team leader (known as LMaster) subscribe its team to the
central information system called CIC (Client Information Center). In [32] three
strategies are discussed to get the best benefit out of this scheme for efficient
resource brokering in grid systems.
The examples above show that within an agent-based model, some structure

corresponding to a classical model is used (centralized, Distributed and Hierarchical) and combined with the decision making capability of agents a scheme for
addressing the problem of efficient and reliable resource allocation and management in the heterogeneous environment of computational grid is set up.

3

Brief Comparison Between Models

Each model reviewed above have pros and cons. The advanced functionality
possible using a centralized model comes with the cost of scalability and performance issues. The limited scope of a distributed broker restricts the use of
many fancy brokering features. An hierarchical approach can be effective, but
the division of tasks and responsibilities need to be handled carefully. It has
been also observed that the amount of time required to identify the candidate
resources using hierarchical approach is larger than for the other approaches.
Having knowledge-based or system-aware, autonomous agents in the system can
ideally make it possible to manage the resource allocation in an efficient and
reliable way. However, the knowledge of those agents comes with the cost of
heavy communication amongst them.
The discussion above on different brokering models reveals that the problem
of resource allocation is not only related to the selection mechanism but perhaps
more dependent on the information available to the broker and how up-to-date
this is. Maintaining updated knowledge of the status of the resources can be
quite expensive and the cost increases as the size of the system increases. The
communication created by the information flow in the system does not only have
an effect on the process of resource allocation but also on the overall efficiency.

4

Proposed Model

In our study above we have identified distributed and hierarchical models
as a potential candidate for building a robust and reliable resource allocation
component. Such a model has been implemented in the next generation of the
Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) middleware. Below we present a modification of the original distributed resource allocation model which significantly
improves the efficiency of the resource brokering component. We will first give
a brief overview of the next generation ARC middleware and the components
involved in the process of resource selection, and then we will present the new
model for the resource allocation.

4.1

Advanced Resource Connector (ARC)

The next generation of the Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) Grid middleware is developed by the NorduGrid [4] consortium and the EU supported
KnowARC project [3]. It is built on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in
which services run in a customized service container called the Hosting Environment Daemon (HED) [9]. HED comprises pluggable components which provides

different set of functionalities. The Data Management Components are used to
transfer the data using diffeernt protocols, the Message Chain Components are
responsible for the communication within clients and services, the ARC Client
Components are plug-ins used by the clients to connect to different Grid flavors, and the Policy Decision Components are responsible for the security model
within the system. There are number of services available to fulfill the fundamental requirements of the grid system. For example, Grid job execution and
management is handled by the A-REX service, policy decisions are taken by
the Charon service, the ISIS service is responsible for information indexing, and
batch job submission is handled by the Sched service. Further details about each
of the component and services is presented in [5].

4.2

A-REX

The A-REX (ARC Computational Job Management Component) [24] is the core
component of the ARC middleware service stack. This service runs on the computational resource. The main task is to accept the incoming execution request
and dispatch them to the local resource management system (LRMS). A-REX
is also responsible for getting the input data required by the grid jobs as well as
to put the output data at the requested location. When the A-REX services is
started on the resource, it registers itse access information (ServiceEPR, ServiceType) to the information system. This information is then used by the clients
to directly contact the computing resource. In response to the client request,
the A-REX service gives detailed resource information and an ongoing activity
map to the client. This detailed resource information and activity document is
based on the OASIS Web Services Resource Propoerties Secification [30].

4.3

Information Service (ISIS)

The ISIS (Information System Indexing Service) [18] is an information-providing
service in the next generation ARC middleware. Every generic service in ARC
registers itself at an available ISIS service in the system. It uses the GLUE2 [31] information model for publishing Information. Each ISIS service has an
XML-based database which is used to store information about the registered
services. All the available ISIS services form a peer-to-peer network in which
the information about the registered resources/services is propagated in order
to create a coherent view of the system. ISIS uses a push-based model in which
services register for a limited duration and when the limit expires the service
again sends its information to the ISIS. The same push-based model is used
between different ISIS services in which when an ISIS receives new information
it passes that information to its neighbor ISIS services. Currently ISIS register
each service with the following information, ServiceEPR (Endpoint Reference),
ServiceType, ServiceID, GenTime (Generation Time) and Expiration (Validity
period of service information).

4.4

ARC Client Tool

The next generation ARC middleware supports plug-in components which
provide various functionality such as handling user proxy, resource discovery
and information retrieval, matchmaking and brokering and job submission and
management. The new ARC client provides support for three different job description languages JSDL, JDL and XRSL.
ARC follows the distributed or user centric resource brokering model. When
a user submits a job using ARC, client tool first contact to the ISIS to get the list
of all the available resources. In the next step client simultaneously contact all
of the registered resources and get detailed information about the resources. For
each of the received response it does the matchmaking with the job requirement
and select a list of potential candidate resources for the job. ARC brokering
component also allows to plug-in a customized broker which can further filter
the resource according to the user specific demand. The customized brokers can
be written in C++ and Python. The detailed technical information of each of
the functionality provided by ARC client tool is explained in [28].

5

Prototype Solution

In the existing model used in the ARC middleware a broker at the client side is
used for selecting the candidate resource and submit jobs to it. In the proposed
model we adopt a three layer brokering model as shown in figure 5. Our initial
tests using the ARC client shows that as much as 90% of the job submission
time was spent on the resource discovery and only 10% portion was used for the
matchmaking and actual submission. The goal of creating a hierarchical model
is to subdivide the responsibilities and minimize the time spent in the resource
discovery which in turn enhance the efficacy of the resource allocation. For this
purpose we have proposed following changes.
• Our studies show that the information attributes provided by the computing resource can be divided into two categories: Static and Dynamic
Attributes. This characterization is based on the nature of the resource information attributes for example; Operating System is the type of attribute
which will rarely change similarly machine architecture and number of core
thus are quite static by nature. In contrast, number of submitted jobs and
available amount of virtual and resident memory are the examples of attributes which are dynamic in nature. The identified static attributes are
shown in the Table 1.
We have considered ApplicationEnviroment(s) (provides information about
the available softwares on the computing resource) as an important attribute in the set of static information. Using this subdivision of attributes
it has been observed that the set of static attributes is significantly smaller
then the set of dynamic attributes. The proposed taxonomy also allows to
handle static and dynamic attributes differently.
• Currently in ARC, the ISIS only provides the resource access information
such as URL and resource type. In the proposed model the resources

Static Attribute
Type
OperationSystem
Simple
TotalPhysicalCPUs
Simple
Platform
Simple
ApplicationEnvironment (AE) Complex
HealthState
Simple
Tab. 1: Selected static attributes with their types

running A-REX registered with the ISIS send a set of information to the
ISIS which include access information together with the static information.
This modification allows for the division of the load of information flow
within the system.
• In the proposed model, the process of resource discovery and selection is
divided into two parts, first it gets the list of registered resources from the
ISIS which contains the static informations, filter the resources by using
the of static information and then contact the pre-filtered resources for the
dynamic information.
• In the current brokering module in ARC, users can also create customizable
broker. Using these customized broker further filtering can be achieved.
This functionality is also part of the proposed model and such brokers can
be plug-in at the lower level in the broker hierarchy.
After implementing the proposed modification, Figure 5 shows the process
of job submission. When a user submits a job, the ARC client first contacts the
ISIS and gets the list of all the registered computing resources. This information
list contains the resource’s access information together with the static attributes.
Static Broker does the first level matchmaking between the client request and
the static attributes of the available resources, and short list the resources for
further processing.
This first level pre-filtering improves the overall submission process, i.e. if a
job requires certain Application/Software then after first pre-filtering only those
resources will be contacted which supports that Software. To contact each individual resource is an expensive operation and minimizing these connection
improves the resource selection process. Once the client gets the dynamic information from the resources, the dynamic broker component does the second
level matchmaking and generates a list of resources which can fulfill the client
request. Since everything is handled at the client side, similar to the current
approach used in ARC the proposed model also allows users to create their own
customized brokers which can further short list the candidate resources. For
example further selection can be on the basis of FastestQueue.
The proposed model is as simple as the current ARC brokering model, yet
significantly enhance the efficiency in the overall resource selection mechanism.
The attributes for static information need to be chosen carefully as the time to
refresh the information in the ISIS is longer and we only have to select those
attributes which are not going to change frequently. It is also important to have

Fig. 5: Modification in ARC resource allocation

small list of attributes in static information list as it will create communication
load while resources registering themselves to ISIS and even higher amount of
load when client query the ISIS for registered resources.

6

Results and discussion

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model we have conducted a proof-of-concept test. Due to limited hardware resources we have used
a small testbed with three computing resources and five grid jobs with different
requirements. The test environment is small, but still sufficient to explain the
concept and to measure the performance gained by the proposed model. The
testbed consist of following machines:
Machine Name
M1
M2
M3
M4

Operating System
OSX 10.4.11
S.L - 5.3
CentOS 5
S.L - 5.3

Application
Matlab7.0
Matlab6.1
APP-1
-

Services
A-REX
A-REX+ISIS
A-REX
Client

Location
Sweden
Sweden
Slovakia
Sweden

Tab. 2: Resource description used in the test

The modified ARC client is installed on M4. M1, M2 and M4 machines
are on a same network of Uppsala university Sweden whereas M3 is located in

Slovakia. This makes the communication between M1, M2 and M4 faster than
communication with the M3 machine. It turns out that if client contact all
the resources for the detailed information, M3 takes almost 85% of the overall
information retrieval time. The combination of these machine will also help to
demonstrate the handling of the resources which are on the slow network or
having slow response time. Table 3 shows the requirements of five grid jobs.
Job
1
2
3
4
5

Requirements
No special requirements
OperatingSystem = Mac OSX
ApplicationEnvironment = Matlab6.1
ApplicationEnvironment = APP-1 and OperationSystem = Linux
ApplicationEnvironment = MatLab7.1
Tab. 3: Jobs with special requirements.

• Job-1: Simple test job, runs (/bin/true). Any resource can be the potential
candidate for this job. For Job-1 the performance of old client and the new
client should be (almost) the same. Using modified client after getting
information from ISIS all the resources will be contacted for the dynamic
information.
• Job-2: Requires MAC-OSX operating system to run the job. Only one
machine will be queried for the dynamic information as operating system
is in the static attribute list and fist level filtering will only allow to contact
the M1 machine. Using the proposed modification, job-2 will save two extra
connections (to M2 and M3) compared to the old client.
• Job-3: Requires Matlab6.1. The requested software is only available on
M2 machine. Again only one machine will be contacted for the detailed
information.
• Job-4: ApplicationEnvironment=APP-1 and OperatingSystem=linux. Both
of these requirements will be fulfilled by M3 machine. The requirements of
this job explicitly selects a machine which is comparatively slower than the
other computing resources available. But still we are avoiding two extra
connections to M1 and M2 for Dynamic information.
• Jo-5: Requires Matlab7.0, only available on M1 so after contacting to the
ISIS only one detailed query will be required.
Avoid extra connections for the dynamic information is the key benefit of
this model. In our test environment we have three computing resources, first
query to ISIS is compulsory(required by both current and modified client) but
after that by exploiting the small subset of static information on one resource
is contacted for job 2,3,4 and 5 out of three. Theoretically this gives 66.667%
better efficiency if the cost of connecting each machine is equal but this is not
the case in grid infrastructure. But still by avoiding the extra connections we
have gained better submission time as shown in the submission process of job

Fig. 6: System response time for selecting computing resource for different grid
jobs having different job requirements.
2,3 and 5 in figure 6.
Listing 1: Attributes of Static Information
....
....
< S t a t i c I n f o>
<O p e r a t i n g S y s t e m>Linux</ O p e r a t i n g S y s t e m>
<H e a l t h S t a t e>OK</ H e a l t h S t a t e>
<A r c h i t e c t u r e>i 3 8 6</ A r c h i t e c t u r e>
<C P U M u l t i p l i c i t y>s i n g l e c p u −m u l t i c o r e</ C P U M u l t i p l i c i t y>
<PhysicalCPU>2</ PhysicalCPU>
<CPUModel> I n t e l (R) Pentium (R) 4 CPU 3 . 0 0GHz</CPUModel>
<A p p l i c a t i o n E n v i r o n m e n t s>
<A p p l i c a t i o n E n v i r o n m e n t>
<AppName>Matlab −1.6</AppName>
<AppVersion>1 . 6</ AppVersion>
<AppID>u r n : o g f : A p p l i c a t i o n E n v i r o n m e n t : u p p m a x . uu . s e
: s a l 6 : M a t l a b −6.1/ matlab</AppID>
</ A p p l i c a t i o n E n v i r o n m e n t>
</ A p p l i c a t i o n E n v i r o n m e n t s>}
</ S t a t i c I n f o>
....
....

Another important aspect to evaluate in the proposed model is the effect of
response time for querying and registering service’s to ISIS. As now there will
be more attributes attached with each resource. Listing 1 show the static information portion of the information send to the ISIS. Using the proposed model
when a client requests to get the information about the registered resources it

gets a similar set of information about each resource. It is important to note
here that theApplicationEnvironment contains more information then than the
other attributes and it will grow with the number of softwares installed on the
computing resources. In the GLUE-2 schema there are more attributes related
with the ApplicationEnvironment but again for the static information we have
only used the minimal static attributes which are essential.
We have compared the service registration process using only compulsory
attributes (ServiceType, ServiceEPR, ExpirationTime), compulsory attributes
together with 1, 10, 50 and 100 installed Application Environments. Table 4
shows minimum, average and maximum time taken by the service registration.
Using each type of information 100 registration request has been made. According to the results the registration process has not been much effected by
increasing the number of attributes in the registration process.
Static Information
Time
Compulsory 1 AE
10 AE
Minimum
0.1248
0.1248
0.1238
Average
0.1269
0.1283
0.1254
Maximum
0.12991
0.1908
0.1299

50 AE 100 AE
0.1250 0.1292
0.1258 0.1301
0.1281 0.1415

Tab. 4: Minimum, Average and Maximum time to register 100 services with
only compulsory attributes, compulsory with 1, 10, 50 and 100 AE installed on
each computing resource.
In the proposed model, client first contact the ISIS to gets the information
of all the registered resources. Each computing resource now register itself to
ISIS with more information. It is also important to measure the effect on the
query response time when there are high number of resources registered with the
ISIS and each resource has comparatively higher number of attributes then the
previous model. Figure 7 illustrate the query response time, while including the
number of resources from 10 to 1000 together with the number of attributes associated with each resource information. The size of the attributes is increased
by including more Application Environments. The Information-axis show the
attributes used by each resource to register itself to ISIS. For this test we have
used the LAN setup in which a single ISIS client is used to fill the ISIS database
with required information. Figure 7 shows the time required to get the information from ISIS. The response time can even gets more worst as it also highly
depends on the connectivity between the client and the ISIS.
With the less number of registered resources the difference in the response
time is negligible. But the results shows the high latency as the number of
resources together with the information increased. This increase in query response time is expected and if we combine this latency with the gain we get
by less number of connection for the dynamic information to each individual
resource, makes this negligible, can be seen by figure 6. With the proposed
model we have stretched the limit further away so that it helps to allocate the

Fig. 7: The figure shows the ISIS response time while increasing the number of
resources from 10 to 1000 on x-axis. Y-axis shows the static information used to
register services to the ISIS. First we have registered all the services only with
the compulsory attributes and then together with the details of 1, 10, 50 and
100 ApplicationEnvironments.

resources efficiently and reliably. Figure 6 depict the overall performance gain
in the resource allocation process within a small test environment but the performance will be even more better if there are more resources in the system;
i.e. if 100 computing resources are registered with ISIS and only 10 fulfill the
static information criteria then there will be 90 less connections for the query of
dynamic information. But at the same time if 90 fulfill the static requirements
then the gain will be only 10% and in the extreme case the old and new client
will end-up having same type of performance.

7

Future Directions

The result shows that the proposed model significantly improve the resource
selection and overall job submission process. In the continuation of this work

we have plan to focus on following two directions.
First to test the proposed model for multiple job submission. The results
presented in the case study are based on single job submission. It is often
observed that the request to submit multiple jobs comes with almost same set
of requirements( mostly with the same set of job parameters but with different
application arguments). In such scenario the proposed model will also give
better results. The model can even be more improved by creating a client side
information cache for limited duration. This approach can help to reuse the
information and avoid the unnecessary connections within a certain time.
In the second part the focus will be on the grid jobs which deals with the
large data sets. The resource selection for the data intensive jobs requires certain strategy as to transfer the large data sets can be very expensive and time
consuming. Thus in the second part the aim will be to study different available models for efficient handling of the data intensive grid jobs and made some
improvements if possible.
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